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majority of people on the
African continent political freedom is equate~. with
freedom from colonial domination. Put more posItIvely,
freedom means sovereign independence, no ~ore and
no less. This is hardly surprising when we conSider that
the history of modern Africa is largely the bist~ry of
colonialism, and the history of the last decade IS the
history of the attainment ~f independence of t~e lar~er
part of colonial Africa. ThIS natural preoccupation .wlth
independence in Africa ~as meant t?at comparatively
little thought has been given by Afncans to the prob~
lems of self-government and to the forms of government
most suited to African states. This is not to say that
African political leaders have not realised the extent of
the tasks and the problems which face the underdeveloped countries of Africa, or that they have not worked
out or adapted or borrowed theories for dealing with
these problems. It is only to say t?at there has not yet
been sufficient time for such theones to have been fully
developed or to have been tested in practice.
So it is with great interest that we can turn to the
article by Julius Nyerere entitled "One Party Government" which appears in the first issue (November 1961)
of the new Tanganyika journal Spearhead. I have
always ~ been a great admirer of Ju1ius Nyerere, for he,
more than any other African political leader in power,
talks the language of tolerance, of justice, and of sound
common sense. To me, he and the Prime Minister of ·
Nigeria are the outstanding statesmen in Africa. Looked
at against the backgrou~d of. ~r. Ny~rere's n.umer?us
political speeches and hIS pohtlcal actions, this artlcJe
reveals that his political wisdom stems from his political principles and his practical judgement rather than
from his theorising. I do not think that there is an
accurate correspondence between Mr. Nyerere's political aims and practice and what he takes to be the theory
which lies behind these aims and practice. Mr. Nyerere,
rightly, I think, assumes that African political institutions do not have to be carbon copies of Anglo-Saxon
institutions, and he beHeves that Africa itself has much
to contribute in moulding and determining the form
and structure of its own political institutions. He is also
much concerned that there should be "true freedom"
which he defines as "freedom not only from bondage,
from discrimination and from indignity, but also freedom from all those things which hamper a people's
progress."
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. Tanganyika, li~e man)' other African c?UDtries~ ~as
reached independence WIth only one orgamsed :poht!cal
party of significance ... This .is the result of hlstoncal.
circumstance, for polItIcal dIfferences were submerged
in the interests of the struggle for independence from
British trusteeship, and now Nyerere's party, T.A.N.U.,
has emerged not only as the governing part~ but as ·~e
only party of any size, holding every seat In the legISlature. At the present time T.A.N.U. has the support
of the overwhelming majority of the people of all races
in Tanganyika and there is a manifest e~thusia.sm for
progress. There is little d,oubt that economIC, SOCIal and
political development wIll pr?cee? at a D?-uch greater
pace if this enthusiasm and thIS spmt of umty lasts, and
it would be a tragedy if serious political differences
were to arise before the economic "take-off" has become
a reality. This is what Mr. Nyerere believes too, and
this is what I take to be the raison d' etre of his article,
but I do not think that his theorising is conSistent with
his own beliefs and this is what I shall devote the
remainder of this review to trying to show.
Mr. Nyerere's aim in his article is to show that not
only is his concept of One Party Governme~t a~, expedient one for many of the new states of Afnca ( There
can be no room for difference or division" and "This
is our time of emergency"), . but that it is also democratic and therefore acceptable in principle, To do this
he makes three main points. These are, firstly that the
African coneent of democracy is similar to that of the
, be simply def
i as
" government b y
Greeks and can
ned
discussion among equals". Secondly he claims that
organised opposition is not essential to democracy; tw<?party government is only o1le of the forms, and hiS
concept of One Party Government is merely another, to
some people a strange, form of democracy. And thirdly
he puts forward what he says are the essentials of
democracy which consist of the freedoms quoted above,
and with which obviously the "forms" must be consistent.
Athenian democracy was indeed "government by
discussion among equals", but it was also a consciously
contrived form of government which was introduced as
an alternati\e to oligarchy and as a protection from
tyranny. In other words it was also a method ofdcal~ng
with the problem of power, a method of endeavounng
to pr('vent the ahuse of power. Athenian democracy
was of course dire~'t democracy, and so, as ·Mr. Nyerere
points out, is "too clumsy a way of conducting the
affairs of a Jaq;e modern state." Common to both
Athenian and representative democracy however, is the
idea of voting. and of the people being ahle to change
policies and leaders jf they so wish. And this is how
both attempt to deal with the problem of power. The
implication is that because of this problem of power, .
the form of democracy is of the greatest importance,
for it must allow the people to change policies and
leaders by voting, if they wish fo make ,sucl~ a change.
As Mr. Nyerere says, democracy' is the opposite of
government by force, so that he must agree that the
people must be able to change their government by
peaceful means.
Democracy is first and foremost a system ' in which
there is a 'built-in' or institutionalised method whereby
the government can be changed peacefully, and politiTHE NEW AFRICAN· J ANV ARY 1962-
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• Goodwill Everywhere . . . Two More Bombs Explode in Johannesburg - Neighbouring headlines in
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• Mr. and Mrs. Eric Louw wish all their friends and
other well-disposed fellow-South Africans a Happy
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year-Leader page
advertisement in the Cape Times.
• Muizenberg is dying a slow death. Why? If one
visited Muizenberg on Sunday. 26 December, one
would have observed a big contributing factor. There
were thousands of brief-case Natives shouting and
pushing everybody out of the way - Letter to the
Cape Argus.
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• Gentleman. 48, seeks genuine and sincere friendship,
house and car. Interests general - Personal column.
Sunday Times.
• Lady visitor seeks lift. Easter: Rhodesia. East Lon, don. anywhere -: Personal column, The Star.
,. Kgosana tells 'bis plans * Most gruesome murder
ever - Cover of Drum.
• A few ye<trs ago an annual income of R2,OOOwas
a reasonable, goal for a young man. Today, with
increased taxes and higher living costs, you need
R4,OOO a year to buy what R2,OOO used to buy., This
change in values is only one of many changes taking
place in Southern Africa-Advertisement in Sunday
Tiines (E. Brett).
• (a) The Maritzburg Conference also resolved . . .
to call on the people to organise mass demonstrations
throughout the country on the eve of the declaration
of the Republic on May 31 - New Age. March 30.
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(b) S.A. POLICE UNCOVER NATIONWIDE
PLOT. The South African Police have uncovered a
plot for nationwide' non-European demonstrations
when the republic is declared at the end of next
month - Sunday Times main lead. April 16. 1961.
• In The Story of a Crime, the Committee pointed out
that in no instance was the evidence of a witness for
the defence accepted in preference to the evidence
for the prosecution. although more than once the
witness for the prosecution was a Native and the
witness for the defence was a white man or woman
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movement, by I. L. Walker & B. Weinbren, SATUC,
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cal freedoms are largely those conditions which are
necessary for the functioning of such a system.
The two-party system: is one in which the government
can be' changed at an election and, as Mr. Nyerere say~,
it is only one of the forms of democracy. But he IS
wrong in supposing that it grew up out of the class
struggle, or ihat it reflected the society in which it
evolved. The existence of two parties in Britain dates
back to long befot~ Britain became a democracy, that
is to say before the masses of the people were enfranchised. It dates back to long b~fore peOl)Ie even thought
in terms of the class struggle. And when the masses
began to be enfranchised the parties organised in order
to try to win their votes. Organised opposition is not
simply automatic opposition as Mr. Nyerere supposes.
(lie writes "Proponents of western parliamentary traditions will consider whether the opposition was organised
and therefore automatic, or whether it was spontaneous
and therefore free. Only if it was automatic will they
concede that here was a democracy.") The opposition
is not organised in order to oppose automatically, it is
automatic because it is organised. And it is organised
because were it not, its chances of being voted to power
would be negligible. The case against One Party
Government thus begins to emerge. How can the
government be changed if there is no organised opposition to replace it? This is a question which Mr. Nyerere
has not answered in his article.

*

•

*

A One Party System is therefore a system in which it
is virtually impossible to dislodge the government, and
if opposition is not allowed it is impossible to change it,
at least. without bloodshed. A One Party System. as
such then. is not one of the possible forms of democracy. The only remaining alternatives to a two party
system are therefore either a multi-party system, or else
a system which does not involve political parties atal!.
Mr. Nyerere makes what is essentially an academic
point when he writes:
"I am sure that even my friends in the Labour Party
or the Conservative Party in Britain would admit that
if their party could succeed in winning all the seats.
they would be perfectly happy to form a one party
government. They, the winning party that is, would not
be likely to suspect themselves of having suddenly
turned Britain into a dictatorship!"
Both parties in Britain ask the electorate to give
them a working Parliamentary majority and no more.
Even if one party was returned in all seats the defeated
party would still have a nationwide organisation. would
still have a large portion of the daily press supporting
it, and as long as it was allowed to continue to organise
there would still be the prospect of its returning to
power. It is almost certain in any case that the electorate would swing against the government for no other
reason than that it feared a single party parliament.
But the main point is that only an organised party is
able to dislorge an organised party, so that freedom to
organise opposition to the government is crucial.
The third of the main points in Mr. Nyerere's theory
is that freedom (a topic to which I shall return) is
essential in a democracy. and this brings him to his
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final definition of democracy which is as follows:
"When, then, you have the freedom and well being
of the individual; and where the individual has the
right freely and regularly to join with his fellows in
choosing the government of his country; and where
the affairs of the country are conducted by free discussion, you have democracy."
The right freely and regularly to choose the government places a limit on the possible forms which a
democracy may take. There can be no choice unless
there are alternatives from which to choose. And it is
only possible to unseat a government at an election if
there is an alternative government to elect in its place.
If there is only one party, whatever the purpose of an
election may be it is not to choose the government. It
can at most be no more than an index of the popularity
of the government, an index which will be measured
not in terms of who the voters voted for, but in terms
of the number of votes and the number of abstentions
and spoilt papers. Unless there is an opposition there
is no way of unseating the government at an election,
and unless the opposition is organised the chances of
the government being defeated are negligible. In short,
a free choice implies that if there are to be parties at
all then there must be at least two parties. Mr. Nyerere
insists that "we should not let our unity be destroyed
by a desire to follow somebody else's book of rules',"
but this is not a matter of "books of rules", it is a
necessary condition of free elections. The theory of One
Party Government is not a democratic theory for it does
not provide for a 'built-in' and institutionalised method
of changing the government.

*

*

I began this review with the observation that to the
majorjty of people in Africa, freedom means sovereign
independence. This is in striking contrast to the liberal
idea in which freedom means freedom from the constraint of the government, or liberty from the state. Mr.
Nyerere's concept of freedom obviously includes this
idea of freedom from the tyranny of the state, but he
is naturally more concerned with what is popularly
known as freedom from want, for this is at present the
most pressing problem in Africa. As he puts it, "Freedom alone is not enough; there can be a freedom which
is merely the freedom to starve."
In short the welfare state is a minimal need in Africa,
and in all probability socialism will have to be taken
further than it has as yet been taken in Britain for example. Mr. Nyerere however has nothing to say about
how political freedom can be protected in Africa and his
theory of One Party Government makes no allowances
for the guaranteeing of individual rights, and the
limiting of the powers of the state over the individual.
The best way of retaining unity in African states and
of ensuring that full attention can be paid to economic
development would be by first securing political freedom so that people may then go on to devote
themselves to the social and economic issues. It would
be a mistake to ignore political rights in the meantime
because the other needs are so pressingly urgent. If
people begin to feel that they lack political rights they
will turn from the problems of economic development
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to fight for these rights, and the very lack of political
rights will be the' cause of the disunity that Mr. Nyerere
so fears. With pOlitical rights secure people will feel
free to tackle poverty and starvation, illiteracy and
education, health and economic development.
The incompatibility of Mr. Nyerere's theory of One
Party Government with his own concepts of democracy
and freedom, is further illustrat~d when he asserts
"Given a responsible opposition~!(\v9uld be the first to
defend its rights." I said earliertliat Tanganyika and
some of the other African stateS -,will have a better
chance of rapid development if they can go forward in
unity and with common purpose, and I agree with Mr.
Nyerere that it would be a tragedy in the case of
Tanganyika if political disunity and opposition wer~, to
arise before economic takeroff has been achieved. But
they should go forward not succouring any theory of
One Party Government; rather should they go forward
attempting visibly to further the interests of all . the
people within the country and so maintaining a voluntaryand enthusiastic unity, while leaving the way open
for the development of an opposition. The answer then
to the allegation "This is a one party state and therefore
undemocratic" is simply "There is nothing to prevent
people from organising an opposition if they so wish,
and this is a one party state only because there is no
significant section among the people at the present time
who are opposed to the government". This is quite a
different kettle of fish from the theory of One Party
Government, and this is what Mr. Nyerere himself
implies when he says that he would be the first to
defend the rights of a responsible opposition.
On the other hand Mr. Nyerere states that "It is ...
the duty of the government to safeguard the unity of
the country from irresponsible and vicious attempts to
divide and weaken it . . ." and he is concerned about
people who create problems of law and order. This of
course does ~onstitute a problem, but it should be made
quite clear notoply that such matters will be dealt with
in a manner consistent with the Rule of Law, but that
the laws under which subversives are dealt with are
consistent with pblitical freedom.
The problem of the power of the. state is one which
will have to be faced in Africa, and . I hope that it is
soon realised that a single party system does not provide a solution to this age-old problem because it
contains no built-in check to the abuse of power. This
too was one of the main failings of Marx, for he thought
that once classes had disappeared there would be no
problem of power, and this paved the way for the abuse
of power by the so-called leaders of the proletariat, so
that in the name of the proletariat the proletariat are
themselves oppressed. We in South Africa, are certainly
aware of this problem of power, more so than anywhere
else in Africa, but I am not sure how many of our
unenfranchised majority realise that mere enfranchisement is itself no guarantee of freedom. It is an essential
condition of freedom, but it is only the beginning of
the story. For, as Mr. Nyerere so aptly observes, "True
democracy depends far more on the attitude of mind
which respects and defends the individual than on the
form it takes."
.
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